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Richard Reisert - ASBA Legal Counsel Reports:

Security in a Non-Secure World
Part 2 – Security in Aid of Legal Proceedings
The last issue of the ASBA Newsletter examined how the proper
structuring of a performance guarantee can mitigate the risks of a
counterparty’s non-performance. In the absence of an enforceable
guarantee, securing payment of a debt or claim against a recalcitrant
party can be challenging.
A.

Pre-Judgment or Pre-Award Security.
In assessing the availability of security for a claim that has yet to
be confirmed by an arbitration award or judgment of a court, one must
first look to the jurisdiction or dispute resolution clause of the contract.
Charter parties typically call for disputes to be resolved by arbitration in
New York or London and in such cases the relevant national law
governing arbitration or the rules of the governing arbitration association
will address the power of the arbitrators to compel security prior to the
issuance of an award on the merits of the claim.
In London, maritime arbitrators are authorized to issue an order or
preliminary award granting security for the costs of the arbitration
(including attorneys’ fees). Importantly, however, they are not permitted
to compel a respondent to furnish security for the claim itself.
In the United States, by comparison, federal court decisions applying the General Maritime Law of the United States - have confirmed
the power of New York maritime arbitrators to grant pre-award security
for both the amount of the claim as well as the costs of the arbitration.
Such awards recognize that good cause must be shown and that
arbitrators should proceed with caution when granting this type of
remedy. In a recent case in which New York arbitrators awarded $63
million in pre-award security, the panel described the analysis as follows:
… an award of security should be granted only when there has
been a strong showing that a claim is likely to succeed on the merits and
enforcement of an eventual judgment will be difficult. We are also in

agreement with arbitration awards which have noted that ordering
security is an act which arbitrators should approach with caution and
consideration of the potential impact on the respondent.
The GENERAL PIAR, SMA No. 4296 (2017).
If a charter party dispute or other maritime claim is litigated in a
forum that does not allow for pre-award or pre-judgment security, it would
be prudent for a claimant to search for assets or property of the
respondent in a jurisdiction that allows for seizure, attachment or arrest
as security for a claim pending elsewhere. After indentifying potentially
attachable assets, the claimant will need to obtain advice from counsel
where the assets are located to review the process and standards that
must be met for obtaining attachment, arrest or seizure. Like the New
York arbitrators in The GENERAL PIAR, foreign courts may require a
showing that the claim is likely to succeed on the merits and that any
eventual judgment or award will be difficult to enforce.
In connection with property located in the United States, the
Federal Arbitration Act permits a party with a maritime claim that is
subject to arbitration (including an arbitration outside the U.S.) to
commence proceedings to attach property or arrest a vessel under Rules
B and C of the Supplemental Rules for Admiralty or Maritime Claims. In
order to obtain the warrant for attachment or arrest, the claimant must
show that (1) the claim is an admiralty or maritime claim, (2) the defendant
cannot be found in the district where the action is brought, (3) the
property or the vessel is or soon will be in the district and (4) there is no
legal prohibition to the attachment or arrest.
Rules B and C also allow a claimant to obtain security for a
maritime claim that is proceeding before a foreign court.
If the attachment reaches funds in bank account or results in the
detention of the vessel, some form of substitute security (such as a bond,
letter of credit or a P&I club letter of undertaking) is typically negotiated
to stand in place of the restrained property. If no form of substitute
security is offered by the respondent, the attached funds will be paid into
court or the vessel sold at auction. The arbitration or other legal
proceeding will then move forward and the security will be paid to the
claimant or returned to the respondent in accordance with the final
determination of the arbitrators or the court.
Rules B and C can also be used to support domestic jurisdiction
over a foreign party when the contract does not have a jurisdictional
provision or in circumstances where the claim involves maritime
negligence or tort claims. As long as property is attached in the United
States, proceedings on the merits of the claim can take place here.
B.

Post-Judgment or Post-Award Enforcement.
If a claimant has been unable to obtain security for a pending
arbitration or legal proceeding but ultimately obtains a final award or
judgment then it may be necessary to search for assets in the same way
as when undertaking the search for pre-judgment or pre-award security.
It may be that the jurisdiction that contained assets but did not permit

pre-judgment attachment may be a favorable jurisdiction for postjudgment attachment. Again, consult local counsel where the assets are
located for advice as to how to enforce a foreign judgment or arbitration
award.
If the assets are located in a country that is a party to the United
Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards (also known as the “New York Convention”), then the
courts of that county are obligated to confirm the award absent narrow
reasons that go mostly to the fairness of the proceeding. However, be
aware that some countries will only recognize awards issued in another
country that is a party to the Convention.
The United States is a party to the New York Convention. Thus,
provided the U.S. has jurisdiction over the person or property of the
respondent, U.S. courts will confirm a foreign arbitration award which will
then be reduced to a U.S. judgment that can be enforced against the
respondent or its assets.
The 1971 Hague Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement
of Foreign Judgments was meant to operate in a similar way as the New
York Convention acts toward arbitration awards. However, very few
countries, including the U.S., have ratified that convention, so one must
obtain legal advice from counsel in the country where the judgment
debtor’s assets are located regarding the applicable recognition
requirements.
In the United States, a foreign judgment must first be recognized as
a domestic judgment of the U.S. before it can be enforced against assets
or property in the United States. Some 32 states have adopted the
Uniform Foreign Money-Judgments Recognition and Enforcement Act,
which streamlines the recognition and enforcement process. For
example in New York, this Act is codified in Article 53 of the State’s
procedural rules which provide for recognition if: (i) the court of the
foreign country had jurisdiction over the subject matter and the
defendant; (ii) the foreign court adhered to fundamental notions of
fairness and due process; and (iii) enforcement would not work a fraud or
violate public policy.
*
*
*
As reflected in this two-part series, no matter how strong a party’s
claims and rights are under a contract, they may be of little value in the
absence of a well-structured guarantee, the availability of security in aid
of legal proceedings, or adequate enforcement remedies. In drafting
charter parties or other commercial contracts, be mindful of steps that
can be taken to enhance the prospects of successful dispute resolution.
Part 1 of this article is available on our website under News &
Newsletter - May 2017.
(The views expressed in this article are intended to provide general
guidance on the subject and may not be applicable in all jurisdictions and
in all circumstances. Specialized advice should be sought concerning
particular circumstances.)

15th Annual Cargo Conference
LINK TO EVENT PHOTOS

Only one word comes to mind as I recap this year's Cargo Conference and at this
time of the year - thanksgiving! In early 2000, ASBA was in need of a mechanism to
help secure our financial future. It all started with an Agency Seminar hosted with
BIMCO in 2001 and 2002. We enjoyed limited success, but it was clear to our
conference chairman, Rob Spilling, the scope of the conference needed to attract not
just ship agents, but ship brokers and their principals as well. His idea - a Cargo
Conference - now touted as one of the "must attend" maritime events of the year.
This success didn't just happen which is the thanksgiving part of the story.
Behind the scenes of 15 years of the Cargo Conference is a dedicated committee
and chairperson or persons. Rob was our first, followed by Bill Stewart, then
Marygrace Collins who was joined by Milind Trilokekar this year. They all enjoyed
the support of a committee, who decided the topics of interest then invited industry
representatives (many of their customers) to be presenters. I am thankful as are all
members for their time and commitment.
Amazingly, our sponsorship story is similar. The many years of support from
member and non-member companies is unprecedented. We invite previous
sponsors to re-up each year. Given their commitment to the conference, only a
couple of sponsorship opportunities become available each year. The sponsors
have allowed us to host a "first class" event from Opening Reception to Friday
morning breakfast! We are indeed thankful for their continued support!
Even with all of the above, what is a conference without delegates? For the last
two years, we have hit our mark of 250 delegates. We don't aspire to be larger
rather we aspire to be unique and our delegates agree. This year more than 80% of
our delegates or their companies had attended a past Cargo Conference. By now
you would have picked up my theme, we are thankful for the many delegates who
have been in attendance for one or more of our 15 years.
Here's a recap of our 15th Cargo Conference. Our delegates were ship agents
(69), dry owner/operators (69), dry cargo brokers (59), dry charterers (18), tanker
brokers (9), tanker owner/operators (8), tanker charterers (5), sale & purchase (2)
and miscellaneous (45). They hailed from (listed from most delegates to least): USA,
South America, Europe, Canada, Central America and the Caribbean, Mexico, Africa
and Singapore.
In closing, here are a few of the comments received from our delegates:
"Amazing Networking", "Very Informative", "Well Organized", "Program gets better
with each year" and "Best pricing for any industry conference".
Marygrace and Milind will kick off the 2018 effort after the holidays and would
welcome your thoughts on topics and/or potential speakers. Your suggestions can
help us make next year's conference even better!
Milind Trilokekar, Chris Young, Angela Chow, Jeanne Cardona, Marygrace Collins & Tom Roberts

Mike Ogle, Todd McKenna,
Bart Turecamo & Conti Coluntino

Patrick Brennan, Markus Steinegger,
Milind Trilokekar & Sven Delija

Danna Toups, Phil & Ruth Katz
and Jennifer Monson

Mary Mann, Brian Telford
& Bill Rocha

Erich Billung-Meyers, Jim Papp
& Mike Ogle

Megan & Stepfan Clayton
and Lezlie Berthelot

-

-

2017 Sponsors
Arte Bunkering
Blue Water Shipping Company
Chembulk Tankers
Chinsay
Crescent Towing
Foss Maritime
Glander International Bunkering
Glencore: Marine Fuels
Host Agency
Inchcape Shipping Services
L & R Midland, Inc.
Maritime Endeavors Shipping Co.
Monjasa Inc.
Moran Shipping Agencies, Inc.
Navig8 Americas
Nord-Sud Shipping, Inc.
Norton Lilly International
Port of Pensacola
Poten & Partners, Inc.
Selinger Group
Transmarine Navigation Corp.
Valls Ship Agencies, LP

Media Sponsors
The Maritime Executive
Professional Mariner
TradeWinds
IHS Markit

Pre-Holiday Party
Hudson Grille, Stamford

Happy Holidays

Connie Athanasiou & Jessica DiLorenzo

Daniel Gruenwald, James Hoffman,
and Justin Hubbard

Frank Moran, David Gilmartin, John Nee, Dave Quigley, Bob Titus,
Karl Schmidt and Huy Nguyen

LOOKING FOR AN INTERN?
Cadets from the Massachusetts Maritime Academy joined us at our Pre-Holiday
Social which was a great opportunity for them to meet and chat with many of you.
One inquired about securing an internship for their winter break from January 2 February 16, 2018. If you are interested in providing an internship opportunity for a
cadet please call the ASBA office.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
check our website for event and course details
www.asba.org

Annual General Meeting - Harvard Club, NYC
February 15, 2018 Tanker Broker Lunch with Speaker - Houston, TX
March 12, 2018 ASBA Baltic Reception - Stamford, CT
May 7, 2018 ASBA Cup Golf Tournament - Mount Kisco Country Club, NY
February 1, 2018

WELCOME NEW
AFFILIATE MEMBERS

WELCOME NEW
COMPANY MEMBER

OceanConnect Marine Inc.
301 Tresser Boulevard
Stamford, CT 06901
Tel: 203-328-3133
Email: nysales@
oceanconnectmarine.com
www.oceanconnectmarine.com

Integrated Commodity
Logistics Corp.
845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 646-867-0827
Email: nyc@iclship.com
Website: www.iclship.com

Santana Maritime Services Inc.
6 Westminster Place
Cranbury, NJ 08512
Tel: 516-526-2405
Email:
chartering@santanaship.com
www.santanaship.com
Weco Bulk
1800 West Loop South, Suite 1950

REINSTATED
COMPANY MEMBER
N. W. Johnsen & Co.
The Shop @ CAC
900 Camp Street, Suite 354
New Orleans, LA 70130
Tel: 504-249-6230

Houston, TX 77027
Tel: 713-895-3239
Email: rsb@wecobulk.com
www.wecobulk.com

Email: pshirtle@nwjnco.com

MEMBER ON THE MOVE

IN MEMORIAM

Jebsens USA, LLC
77 Crossings Blvd.
Bluffton, SC 29910
Tel: 609-369-1486
chartering.usa@jebsens.com
www.jebsens.com

Gregg L. McNelis
Former CEO/COO TBS Shipping
Roland Schmidt
Former VP Cargill

Congratulation
Students!
Shipbroking & Chartered
Vessel Operations

Basic Principles of
Chartering
Erika Cueto
Jessica DiLorenzo
William Hewitt
Dylan Ng
Alvaro de Jesus Peraza C.
Waclaw Tadeusz Kuza
Michael C. Wright
Maritime Law

Nicholas Chester
Joseph Hartnett
William Kiel Elston
Ashley Munks
Durai Murugan
Patrick A. Rodgers
Jose Elias Tortolero Suarez
Blake Washburn
Business of Shipping I
Seattle, WA
August 3-4, 2017
Jacob Arntson
Allen J. Curtis Jr.
Paul Ellsworth
Olivier Nguyen

Allen J. Curtis, Jr.
Bruce McCrimmon
Karaine Alexandria Sinondon
Gregory Twist
Jose Samuel Velez Guillen
Agency Seminar
Long Beach, CA
August 2, 2017
Erick Gonzalez
Conner Henderson
Gang Li
Pierce McDonnell
Jonathan Negroni
Seth Penzell
Cathaline Rivera
Sarah Yim

Cathaline Rivera
Joseph T. Tabisola
Ben Yeung
Craig Wear
Business of Shipping I
Fort. Lauderdale, FL
August 21-22, 2017
Feigan Drouyor
Jason Wilson Drouyor
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